
Youth for Policy promotes active involvement of youth in the public policy 
process. It organizes policy campaigns and evidence-based policy discourses 
on youth related issues, runs policy camps for young policy entrepreneurs and 
connects youth and volunteer networks with the policy community. 

One of the major focus areas of youth for policy is fairer labour migration.

Youth for Policy initiatives include— 

An initiative to bring youth 
voices in electoral and 
political commitments

A residential workshop to 
train and engage youth in 

public policy

A series to bring 
grassroots voice to 

national policy discourse

Forum

an initiative of



Fellows are regularly invited to
national level policy discussions

Fellow volunteers at local
Technical Training Centres

Training on concepts and 
practices in public policy

Youth volunteers from around the 
country are invited and selected

Field trips to collect 
evidence for policy

Policy discussion with the
Members of Parliament

Session on evidence-based
policy discussion

Policy advocacy at policy
forums with government officials

Training on pluralism, 
youth opportunities and 
policy entrepreneurship

Meeting at local 
government offices

Mindmaps and policy
briefs based on collected
evidence

Highlights from 2018

Fellowship awarded to 
selected graduates

starts

Day 5 Day 4
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Youth Policy Fellows

Camps in

Regions

101 Graduates 

23   Districts

24   Youth Policy Fellows

Ends

Independently conducted 
Policy CampX in the locality



making  policy  public

Analysis and Awareness

Campaign promises analyzed and 
awareness campaign initiated for 
the youth voters

Candidate Debate 

Candidates debate on the 
approaches of implementing the 
demands raised by youth

Post-election Follow-up 

Implementation of Youth Manifesto and 
electoral promises reviewed with elected 
candidates

Poll/consultations

Public poll on youth demands 
conducted and published as 

Youth Manifesto

Political Endorsement

Candidates endorse the Youth Manifesto, 
promising to implement those demands 

if and when elected

Continuous campaigns

Promotion of youth demands to put 
young voices at the forefront of 

policy discourse

Process

www.youthforpolicy.org


